Abstract-Recommender systems are software tools and techniques which aim at suggesting to users items they might be interested in. Context-aware recommender systems are a particular category of recommender systems which exploit contextual information to provide more adequate recommendations. However, recommendation engines still suffer from the cold-start problem, namely where not enough information about users and their ratings is available. In this paper we introduce a method for generating a list of top k recommendations in a new user cold-start situations. It is based on a user model called Contextual Conditional Preferences and utilizes a satisfiability measure proposed in this paper. We analyze accuracy measures as well as serendipity, novelty and diversity of results obtained using three context-aware publicly available datasets in comparison with several contextual and traditional state-of-the-art baselines. We show that our method is applicable in the new user cold-start situations as well as in typical scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ECOMMENDER systems are software tools and techniques which aim at suggesting to users items they might be interested in. Context-aware recommender systems are a particular category of recommender systems which exploit contextual information to provide more adequate recommendations. For example, a restaurant recommendation for a Saturday evening with your friends should be different from one suggested for a workday lunch with co-workers [1] .
We distinguish three forms of context-aware recommendation processes: a contextual pre-filtering, a contextual postfiltering and a contextual modeling [2] . Pre-filtering approaches use a current context to select a relevant subset of data on which a recommendation algorithm is applied. Postfiltering approaches exploit a contextual information to select only relevant recommendations returned by some algorithm. Contextual modeling differs from other techniques as it incorporates a context into a recommendation algorithm.
During last decades many context-aware approaches were proposed. But usually they have considered a situation where a lot of data is available. On the other hand, a recommender systems research still strives for solving the cold-start problem, namely where we have not enough information about users and their ratings. For example, matrix factorization methods do not work well in the cold start scenarios [3] .
Different situations described in the literature are called a cold-start problem. Two of them are well-known and have also another names, respectively: a new item and a new user cold-start problem. Both occur when a recommender system is well-established and a lot of ratings are available. When we introduce a new item into such system, in many recommendation algorithms it will not be recommended to users, because of the lack of its history, i.e. user ratings. The same happens when a new user registers into the recommender system. He will not receive interesting recommendations just because the system does not know his preferences yet [4] .
In this paper we introduce a method for generating a list of top k recommendations in a new user cold-start situations. It is based on a user model called contextual conditional preferences [5] which represents user interests in items in a compact way. We run our experiments on a context-aware datasets publicly available in the Web, i.e. LDOS-CoMoDa dataset [6] , Unibz-STS [7] and Restaurant & consumer data [8] . We confirmed that our method is applicable in the new user cold-start situations as well as in typical scenarios.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• a new measure of satisfiability to describe how much an item satisfies a contextual conditional preference, • an algorithm for context-aware reshuffling of items in the recommendations list using contextual conditional preferences.
The advantages of the method are: (I) a possibility to combine it with existing algorithms for a ranking task, and (II) the ability to work well in a typical scenario and a new user coldstart scenario. The remainder of the paper is constructed as follows. Related work is presented in Section II. Section III briefly introduces contextual conditional preferences and describes our method for generating a list of top k recommendations. In Section IV the datasets are described. Algorithms and measures used for the evaluation are presented in Section 
II. RELATED WORK
The idea of modeling user interests with a preference relation is not new. In [9] a formalism of CP-nets was proposed. CP-nets are intuitive graphical models for representing conditional preferences under the ceteris paribus ("all else being equal") assumption. Preferences presented in this paper always contain "conditional part" which consists of contextual parameters only. Another difference is the lack of the ceteris paribus assumption.
In [10] constraint-based recommender systems were described. Since users define their preferences in the form of requirements for a product, they mainly focus on solving the constraints satisfaction problem while recommending new items. Additionally, authors proposed an algorithm that ranks the recommended items according to their degree of a constraint fulfillment. Our approach is slightly similar to this method, because the contextual conditional preferences could be seen as constraints. Furthermore, we also rank and reshuffle items in the primary recommendation list according to a level of a satisfaction of the CCPs. Nevertheless, we focus mostly on the context-awareness and learn the CCPs from a users history.
Contextual preferences were described in [11] as database preferences annotated with a contextual information, where contextual parameters take values from hierarchical domains, allowing different levels of abstraction. While using CCPs, a generalization of contextual variables is not possible.
Context-Aware Recommender Systems is a well-established research area and many recommendation techniques were already proposed. A multi-agent system for making context and intention-aware recommendations of Points of Interest (POI) was presented in [12] . The tasks of collecting an information about POIs and storing a users' profiles data were divided into two kinds of agents. The user's Personal Assistant Agent is responsible for receiving queries, storing user data, computing recommendations and updating user preferences according to his feedback. Authors incorporated not only the context but also a user's goal in visit the POI. Besides a context-awareness, this approach and ours are completely different.
An interesting approach for a context-awareness was proposed in [13] . Authors introduced micro profiles which split a user profile into partitions depending on the values of context parameters. They showed that usage of such micro profiles gives a significant improvement in the prediction accuracy in the movie domain while considering time as a context variable. CCPs could be seen as a kind of micro profiling, because each preference statement consists of user interests and a context in which it is true.
In [14] a new context-aware music recommender system was presented. As a main recommendation technique authors used case-base reasoning (CBR). CBR systems store knowledge in the case base in the form of cases. During a recommendation task, the cases are compared to the current case according to some similarity measure. In the paper, 2-step case-based reasoning was used. Firstly, to determine similar context, and then to find similar users to make predictions. Contextual conditional preferences could be seen as cases, but in fact they are something different. We chose active preferences according to a similarity measure so we could position our work in the CBR research area. However, we do not have iterations or a relevance verification in the recommendation process.
One of the possibilities for contextual pre-filtering are Context-Aware Splitting Approaches (CASA). We could distinguish three kinds of them, i.e. item splitting, user splitting and UI splitting which combines the first two [15] . For the item splitting, we split the item into two items depending on the contextual factor and its value assuming that the user's ratings are significantly different. Analogously, we could split user into two users based on the contextual condition. The UI splitting uses both kinds of splits, for items and for users. It should be notice that the best contextual factor for splitting users and items could be, and usually is, different, i.e. we do not use the same contextual condition to split users and items. The only two similarities between our post-filtering method and this approach are incorporating contextual information into a recommendation process and dependance from other existing non-contextual algorithms, i.e. both methods cannot be used alone.
A context-aware extension of the SLIM algorithm, contextual SLIM (CSLIM), was introduced in [16] . Authors used a binary vector to denote a contextual situation, i.e. context parameters and their corresponding values. They followed the idea of an aggregation of users' ratings on other items, and add contextual factors into this aggregation. In the case when no other items were ranked in a certain context, the rating is estimating based on user's non-contextual ratings on this item. Authors showed that the method outperforms the basic SLIM algorithm as well as context-aware matrix factorization methods. This algorithm differs from our method as it incorporates context in the recommendation phase. Thus, it could be classify as a context modeling method. In contrast, our method is positioned as a post-filtering technique.
An interesting approach was introduced in [17] . Authors presented a context-aware system for events recommendation that addresses the new item cold-start scenario. They identified many contextual signals and models, and used them as features for learning to rank events.
A hybrid matrix factorization model for the cold start problem was presented in [3] . It was shown to work well with the cold and warm start scenarios. Similarly to our work, author used both, user and item information.
III. GENERATING TOP k RECOMMENDATIONS
The proposed method can be classified as a post-filtering technique. We rely on existing non-contextual algorithms to generate a primary recommendations list which we then reshuffle as described in Section III-C. For this purpose we use the Contextual Conditional Preferences Model whose details are presented in Section III-A.
A. Contextual Conditional Preferences Model
Contextual conditional preferences (CCPs) introduced in [5] , [18] are a compact representation of user interests in items in different situations. This model describes relations between a context related to a user's ratings and an item content, and consists of a set of conditional preferences.
We define the Contextual Conditional Preference (CCP) as an expression of the form: It means that for a given context (i.e. a sunny weather and a companion of the children) a user prefers POIs with categories like "walk and trail" and "park" to those with category "museum". We distinguish two types of CCPs: individual and general. An individual CCP (ICCP) represents preferences of a single user, while a general CCP (GCCP) catches a general trend of interests for all users in a certain contextual situation, i.e. we treat ratings from all users like they were made by one person. The GCCPs are very important for this work, since we are unable to learn ICCPs for new users (they do not have any rating history yet).
During our experiments we automatically generated CCPs. Details are described in the next section.
B. Contextual Conditional Preferences Extraction
An algorithm of a preferences extraction was originally published in [5] .
In order to elicit preference relations we split the dataset into two parts based on the value of the ratings. Depending on a rating scale for a dataset we use a different threshold to divide ratings into positive and negative ones. Then, both datasets are divided into smaller sets containing all of the contextual information and one of the movie features. With such prepared data we computed context-aware individual preferences for each user by running the Prism algorithm [19] from the WEKA library 1 (version 3.6.11) to generate rules of the form
1 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/ Then we compacted preferences with the same "conditional part" into one preference of the form shown below.
It means that for a given context (e.g. season is 3 -Autumn) a user prefers a genre with id 18 to those with 8, 12 or 7 and directors from clusters 5 and 8 to those from cluster 3 etc. If the value of some content parameter was the same on both sides of a preference relation for some certain user's context, then this value was marked as meaningless and not taken into consideration in this context for the user.
The main difference in the computation of general and individual preferences is that in the first case all the ratings from the dataset were treated like they were made by one person. As a consequence, we removed many contradictory values during the merging phase. To better understand the issue, let us consider an example in the movie domain from Tab. I. Besides information about rating for an item, we have also two contextual factors, i.e. companion and day, and one movie feature, i.e. genre in sample user profiles. For all three users we could compute ICCPs. We obtained following individual preferences for Alice:
We could observe that Alice's movie preferences vary depending on the company and day. The same applies for Bob and Carol. General preferences (GCCPs) computed for sample profiles are shown below.
C. Reshuffling of recommendations list
An algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. We describe it and refer to its concrete lines below.
We assume that ICCPs and GCCPs are generated for all non-new users, since new users do not have any rating history.
For a certain user and his current context, first we generate a primary list of top 100 recommendations with some existing non-context-aware algorithm, e.g. User k Nearest Neighbors (User kNN) [20] (line 1). Then we have to find the best CCPs that will be further used in the reshuffling process (line 2). In this case, the best preferences are those which are the most similar to the considered context. In order to count a contextual similarity between a CCP p and a current user context ctx(u) we used the following metric:
The overlap function returns 1 when the pair (γ i , c i ) is contained in both: the contextual part of p and in the current user context ctx(u). When the pair (γ i , c i ) is not contained in neither or only in one set of pairs, 0 is returned. When it is uncertain, i.e. when the value c i for the dimension γ i is equal to −1 (the unknown value), 0.5 is returned. Please note that the current user context ctx(u) is also a set of pairs (γ
e. the name of the contextual variable and its value.
For each item in the primary recommendations list and each best CCP we compute satisfiability (line 7), namely how much an item i satisfies a CCP p:
where sim denotes Jaccard similarity, α is the name of an item feature, a(p) is the set of item attributes considered in the CCP p, v α (i) is the set of values of an attribute α for an item i. Similarly v m α (p) and v l α (p) denotes the sets of values of an attribute α for a CCP p on both sides of the preference relation -m stands for more preferred and l for less preferred.
The satisfiability measure represents the difference between item similarities to the both sides of the CCP's preference relation, i.e. the similarity to most preferred part minus the similarity of the less preferred part. In this way we reward items that fit the best to user preferences and penalize items that have features that user does not like, e.g. horror movies. The size of a set of item attributes serves as a normalization factor. Thus, disregarding to the number of item features, the value of satisfiability is always between 0 and 1.
The next step is to order the primary recommendations list according to the value of average satisfiability of the best CCPs (line 13). The last part is to cut off unneeded items from resulting recommendations list to receive top 5, top 10 or other top k ranking (line 14).
Let us consider again an example from Tab. I. We assume that some traditional recommendation algorithm returned a following top 10 list for Alice: is presented in Section VI.
IV. DATASETS
We performed our experiments with three datasets, i.e. the LDOS-CoMoDa 2 dataset (LDOS), the Unibz-STS dataset (STS) and the Restaurant & consumer dataset 3 (RC). Basic statistics of the datasets are presented in Tab. II.
The LDOS-CoMoDa [6] contains user interaction with the system, i.e. the rating on a 5-star scale, the basic users' information, the content information about multiple item dimensions and twelve additional contextual information about the situation when the user consumed the item. According to [21] the choice of contextual variables to be used is crucial because of a different amount of information they gain. To eliminate irrelevant variables we computed correlation coefficients between context related attributes. We found only two of them to be strongly correlated, i.e. city and country, which was known before the computation. Thus, we could conclude that none of the other contextual factors are correlated.
In [21] six variables in the LDOS-CoMoDa were identified as informative. Since we focus on the cold start problem in this paper, we want to limit the sparsity of the data as much as possible. Therefore, we chose two of six most informative contextual variables, i.e. dominant emotion and end emotion, to use in our further work presented in this paper. Since we also focus on general trends, we will use age parameter which we categorized into 5 groups.
The Unibz-STS [7] dataset was collected by a mobile application that recommends places of interests (POIs) in South Tyrol in Italy. The recommender is called South Tyrol Suggests (STS). The dataset contains ratings on a 5-star scale, an information about a users' personality (e.g. extraversion, emotional stability), a context of visiting a POI (e.g. weather, season, companion) and a POI's category.
The Restaurant & consumer data [8] consists of three types of information: a restaurant data (e.g. cuisine, smoking, dress), a user information (e.g. smoker, dress preference, transport) and a rating that a user gave to a restaurant. In this dataset ratings are expressed on a 0-2 scale. Contextual parameters such as an information about a user's mood or companion are not available.
V. ALGORITHMS AND MEASURES
We had to choose some existing recommendation techniques to evaluate our approach since it is designed to work with any of baseline algorithms that generate a list of top k recommendations. We used six algorithms from the LibRec 4 library [22] that are appropriate for the ranking task, i.e. User kNN, BPR [23] , FISM [24] , Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [25] , SLIM [26] and WRMF [27] , [28] to be used in both scenarios.
To compare our work with other context-aware state-ofthe-art algorithms, we chose two methods, i.e. Contextual SLIM (CSLIM) [16] and UI Splitting [15] , and used their implementations from the CARSKit 5 library [29] . Since the UI Splitting approach is a pre-filtering technique, it needs to be combined with other existing algorithms. From the methods proposed in the CARSKit library, we chose those that overlap with the algorithms that we already used with our method, i.e. BPR, SLIM and User kNN.
To evaluate our method we use several measures for the ranking task available in the LibRec library, i.e. mean average precision (MAP), mean reciprocal rank (MRR), normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG) and the classical information retrieval measures: precision and recall. The latter two were computed on the top 10 recommendations list. We have also implemented four additional measures. The first one is a diversity measure proposed by [30] , i.e. Intra-List Diversity (ILD) that computes the average distance between each couple of items in the list R:
where i, j are items. The sim function is configurable and application dependent. In our work, we used Jaccard similarity as a similarity measure for all item attributes. We wanted to compute the serendipity value for obtained recommendations lists. But the problem is that there is no one common serendipity measure. Thus, we decided to implement two measures, i.e. a simple metric presented in [31] and given by a formula (2) that we called expectedness and unserendipity proposed by Zhang et al. [32] and given by a formula (3).
where k is the size of the recommendations list, i denotes an item and pop(i) is a popularity of an item i.
where u denotes a user, h is an item from a user history H u , k is the size of a user u recommendation list R u,k and i denotes an item from a recommendations list R u,k . The sim function used by Zhang et al. [32] was a cosine similarity. However, in our work we used the Jaccard similarity as with the previous measures.
Expectedness is a simple measure which sums up the popularity of all items in the recommendations list. The unserendipity measure is more complicated and checks how much items from a recommendations list are similar to those from a user history. Both measures are in opposite to the definition of serendipity. Thus, the lower values of those measures are, the better the serendipity of a recommendations list is.
The last measure is novelty [33] which expresses how much items from the list are unknown for a user. It is given by a formula:
Similarly to the formulas presented above, u denotes a user, k is the size of a recommendations list R u,k , i denotes an item and pop(i) is its popularity. All of the four measures above were computed on the top 10 recommendations list.
In recommender systems, we provide a list of top k recommendations for each user. However, in the context-aware recommender systems we need to incorporate a context also into an evaluation. Thus, we generate the top k list for each pairs of a user and his context. The resulting measures values are usually much smaller than the ones in traditional recommender systems, because it is not very common for users to rate multiple items within a same context. This type of evaluation has been used in prior research [15] , [16] .
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We performed two experiments on three datasets described in Section IV. The first, to simulate the new user cold-start situation. The second, to check if our method works also in a typical scenario.
To simulate two different scenarios we prepared two separate splits of each dataset into training and test sets for hold out validation. The following procedures were applied on each datasets.
To be able to check if the method is applicable for a new user cold-start scenario, we randomly chose 20% of users and put all of their ratings in the test set. Remaining ratings were used as a training set. With this construction of the training and test sets, we were unable to generate ICCPs for the test users (we do not have any rating of those users in the training set). Thus, we used GCCPs only. The results obtained with these splits are presented in the Tables III, IV and V, for LDOS-CoMoDa, Unibiz-STS and Restaurant & Customer datasets respectively. Because the unserendipity measures a similarity with a user profile and we have only new users in these splits, we omitted it in the tables. In all of the following tables a prefix ctx-denotes that the list obtained by the algorithm was reshuffled with our method.
The second splits were to test a typical situation. Thus we randomly chose 20% of each user's ratings and put them in the second test sets, while remaining users ratings were placed in the second training sets. The results obtained with these splits are presented in the Tables VI, VII and VIII, for LDOS-CoMoDa, Unibiz-STS and Restaurant & Customer datasets respectively. A prefix ctx-denotes that the list obtained by the algorithm was reshuffled with our method.
It should be notice, that we did not consider the new item problem during the splits. Therefore, all test sets contain some number of items which do not appear in the corresponding training sets.
It has been shown that the most informative contextual variables in the LDOS-CoMoDa dataset are those related to emotions, i.e. dominant emotion and end emotion [21] . Thus, we decided to use them in all the situations when we could compute both, ICCPs and GCCPs. For the new user scenario, when we are able to generate GCCPs only, we found also user age informative. It was not considered in the work [21] , since it is fixed for a user for a long time (we have an age categorization), and could not be seen as a user context. Because of the same reasons, it is a bad contextual candidate to compute ICCPs.
The most informative contextual variables in the Unibiz-STS dataset are weather and companion. In the Restaurant & customer dataset, there are no truly contextual variables. However, we found smoker, drink level, dress preference, ambience, transport, personality and color the most useful for the further work.
We tested our method also with other contextual parameters, but the results were similar to those obtained by the traditional 24 PROCEEDINGS OF THE FEDCSIS. PRAGUE, 2017 baseline algorithms. It could be seen as a constrain for the proposed method -it is strongly context dependent. As could be seen in Tables III, IV , V, VI, VII and VIII, the method is also algorithm dependent. It is impossible to identify one algorithm that is better than others in all of the cases for all of the datasets.
For the new user scenario with the LDOS-CoMoDa dataset, our post-filtering method works the best with FISM and LDA algorithms. They improves all of the measures besides diversity. The improvements vary for different measures but they are greater than 35 % in comparison with traditional baselines for the first six measures. The reshuffling with other algorithms also gives slightly better results than the traditional baselines in the new user scenario. Surprisingly, baseline context-aware algorithms perform pretty weak according to the accuracy measures. However, they obtained the best values for expectedness, novelty and diversity measures, which is shown in Tab. III.
Interesting is the fact that different algorithms which we combined our method with, are good for a typical scenario in the LDOS-CoMoDa dataset. In this case, the best algorithm to work with our approach is WRMF, which improves all metrics besides unserendipity and diversity. As seen in Tab. VI, all other algorithms combined with our reshuffling method, improve at least some measures -mostly nDCG and MRR, which means that good recommendations are usually higher in the ranking than without reshuffling, even if the number of good recommendations in the top 10 list is the same or smaller.
For the new user scenario with the Unibiz-STS dataset, the UI Splitting method with BPR algorithm outperforms all other methods according to all of the measures. For the reshuffling method, the best algorithms are SLIM, User kNN and WRMF, which improve all of the accuracy measures and expectedness and only slightly decrease diversity, which is presented in Tab. IV.
As could be seen in Tables VII and VIII, our reshuffling method performs the best in the typical scenario when combined with BPR and SLIM algorithms for the Unibiz-STS and Restaurant & customer datasets. For the Unibiz-STS dataset, our method with BPR algorithm gives better results for the novelty measure than UI Splitting with BPR, which is surprising, since UI Splitting improves novelty for almost all of the cases for all of the datasets.
For the new user scenario with the Restaurant & customer dataset, our reshuffling method outperforms all other algorithms according to the accuracy measures when combined with BPR, FISM and LDA algorithms, as shown in Tab. V. Thus, we could conclude that there is no one algorithm which always performs the best with our reshuffling method. It depends on the scenario and the dataset that the experiments are performed on.
From Tables III, IV and V, we could observe that CSLIM and UI Splitting with SLIM and User KNN give exactly the same results for all of the datasets in the new user cold-start scenario. However, this never occurs for the typical scenario.
CSLIM and UI Splitting almost always give better values of the expectedness, unserendipity, novelty and diversity measures. Nevertheless, they received the worst precision and recall values for all of the cases beside the new user cold-start scenario for the Unibiz-STS dataset, when UI Splitting with BPR performed the best.
The value of diversity measure always decreases after reshuffling the primary recommendations list with proposed method. It seems to be the price for improving the accuracy of the recommendation process.
VII. CONCLUSIONS In this paper we introduce a method for generating a list of top k recommendations, which works well also in the new user cold-start situations. The method is based on user interests model called Contextual Conditional Preferences and it also relies on existing non-contextual algorithms for a ranking task, since it could be classified as a post-filtering technique. We performed experiments on three publicly available datasets, i.e. LDOS-CoMoDa, Unibiz-STS and Restaurant & customer, which contain user ratings, contextual information and item features. The experiments confirmed that our method is applicable in the new user cold-start situations as well as in typical scenarios, which is the main advantage of proposed technique. In the first case, when we do not have any test user's rating in the training set, we use only General Contextual Conditional Preferences, while in the second, we use both types: individual and general ones. We identified different algorithms that work the best with the proposed method for different usage scenarios, e.g. BPR and LDA for the new user situation, and WRMF for a typical scenario in the LDOS-CoMoDa dataset. The main constraints of the proposed reshuffling method are the context and the algorithm dependence.
We also compared our reshuffling technique with other context-aware methods, i.e. contextual SLIM and UI Splitting combined with BPR, SLIM and User kNN algorithms. We showed that our method outperforms them according to accuracy measures like precision or recall, but obtains worse results when considering measures like novelty or diversity. However, it seems to be the price for improving the accuracy of the recommendation process.
The next step that needs to be taken is a comparison with other cold-start methods. We also plan to automatize the process of a selection of appropriate contextual features, which is crucial to improve our method.
